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Lecture 2

the nucleon, static properties

brief reminder of nucleon properties:  (from PDG, see there for references)

this discrepancy is the
subject of lecture 3
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the neutron lifetime puzzle

NIST proton trap for measuring neutron lifetime. A free neutron entering the trap as part of a beam will decay into a proton, an
electron, and an antineutrino. The number of protons detected can be used to calculate the neutron lifetime.

ultra-cold neutron
storage 

bottle measurement
878 s

the neutron is the longest-lived of all unstable elementary particle,
with an average lifetime of about 880 s. 

beam neutron 
lifetime measurement

886 s
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60 years of history of neutron lifetime

Wietfeldt and Greene, Rev. Mod. Phys.   83 (2011) 4, 1173-1192
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current status (Jan. 2020)
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new experiments are planned, but no obvious solution of the puzzle is in
sight. There were proposals that the puzzle may be connected to a 'dark
matter particle in the neutron decay. Only the beam method would be
sensitive to such 'dark' decays, thereby possibly explaining the
discrepancy.

Fornal and Grinstein, PRL 120 (2018) 191801

but many controversial discussions in the community

dark matter decay 

instead of the n-> p + e- +νe(bar)

likely ruled out, 
see, e.g.  D. Dubbers et al, 'Exotic decay channels
are not the cause of the neutron lifetime anomaly',
Phys. Lett. B791 (2019) 6-10 



Baryons Magnetic Moments in the Quark Model

with 3 quarks, can make 27 different combinations

10 states are symmetric
e.g.     uuu    ddd    sss   or ddu+udd+dud    or
dsu+uds+sud+sdu+dus+usd

1 state is completely antisymmetric, namely:
dsu+uds+sud-usd-sdu-dus

the remaining 16 states are classified into two octets of mixed
symmetry



Baryon wave functions

color wave function is antisymmetric
space-spin-flavor part is symmetric

dramatic difference to nuclear wave functions
each nucleon is color neutral

example: 3
nucleons



Color wave function of baryons

totally antisymmetric:

note:  at least 3 colors are needed, since this is the
minimum number needed to build a totally
antisymmetric wave function

also:   contrast to color symmetric color wave function
for mesons 



Proton  flavor wave function with spin up

note: this must be symmetric because color is
antisymmetric, remember uuu is symmetric for

J = 3/2.



Proton Wave Function
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χ1,0 =     /2

note: the detailed fractions are obtained with Clebsch-Gordan coefficients

this wave function is
symmetric w.r.t.
exchange of 2 u
quarks



Proton and Neutron Wave Functions



Magnetic Moments









more on color:

in addition to the Greenberg paper, there is also a nearly simultaneous
paper by  M.Y. Han and Noichiro Nambu,  Phys.Rev. 139 (1965) B1006-
B1010
where the need for color was introduced. We should also recognize
that, while the symmetry of the wave function is not obvious for the spin
1/2 proton, the wave function of the Δ++(1232) with total angular
momentum 3/2 and L = 0 consists in the quark model uniquely of the
symmetric (uuu) configuration with all quark spins lined up, so this
requires, to be consistent with the Pauli principle, also an 'anti-
symmetrizer, i.e. Color

for a historical account of the events and findings that led to the
invention of color, see O. W. Greenberg, arXiv:0805.0289



magnetic moments summary

μn
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=−
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Exp ~ -0.685



magnetic moments and the quark model

source: PDG



quark quantum numbers and hypercharge Y

note: Y = 1/3 for u and d quarks, Y = -2/3 for s quarks, and zero otherwise



The eightfold way

mesons                                             baryons      





the baryon multiplets including strangeness and charm

source: PDG







Mass Differences of Baryons

1. members of isobaric multiplets are (nearly)
degenerate

the nucleon, the Delta states, the Cascades, the
Sigma's, etc

2. states with different strangeness have different
masses

the masses are approximately proportional to
strangeness content

consequence:

u and d quarks have equal mass
s quarks are heavier by Delta m
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